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Despite the "near death" rumors, Google+ still has plenty of life left, and ... Almost a year ago I published here “Why Google
Plus Will Not Die ... to leap to the conclusion that Google+ was being “split up,” and further ... Our CEO, Eric Enge, looked at
over 500,000 profiles chosen randomly from Google+'s site .... After the recent storm of rumors that Google is killing Google
Plus, ... Google...removed the link to users' Google+ profile from the top of its ... It's more akin to Gmail...there's no cognitive
burden to actually saving everything. …. Here's the real scoop on the rumors you've heard. ... out these test business
accounts—you can see Ford's Google+ profile and more should be .... Rumors of the decoupling of Google+ and Gmail first
surfaced in the ... YouTube users would need a Google+ profile to access the platform, the .... Update on June 2011: The result
of months of hard work is out: Google+. ... Arguably, local business (deemed Google Local) has gained the most traction ...
Google+ makes use of the Google search engine, Google Profiles, and the +1 button.. Well, rumor has it that Google crawls and
indexes content posted to Google+ almost immediately. Here's what Moz found: If you share new content on Google+, chances
are that Google will index the page very quickly. Rumor has it that new URLs are crawled almost instantly.. However, it feels
believable because Google Plus has promised rollout of ... their Google Place pages coordinated with their Google+
profiles/interfaces. ... Without knowing anything further, I'd conjecture that for local businesses, the Google+ .... Google+
business profiles: More rumors. These days social networking strategies can make a huge difference to a business' success, in
recent times we have .... Like it or not, Google+ is becoming more important in the digital marketing landscape. ... into your
emailing, browsing, article writing, creating Google+ business pages ... The cover photo on your Google+ profile is important,
because it covers a lot ... According to rumor and some anecdotal evidence, any new URL shared on .... Google+ will be shut
down for good on 2 April, with all profiles and pages to ... users; the company made it easy for people to create a Google+ page
by ... data from Google+, and upload it to a more widely used social network, .... Technically speaking Google+ has more than
2.5 billion profiles, ... Google My Business houses company information like hours of ... give it the push it needs to bounce back
from the persistent rumors that it's on its way out.

Google has quietly removed the forced integration of Google Plus and Gmail. New Gmail users are no longer required to create
a Google+ profile. ... us that rumors of Google+'s demise have been greatly exaggerated, but Google is no ... of Google+ and
YouTube actually resulted in significantly more spam .... Vic Gundotra, the executive in charge, is leaving the company, and ...
and for whom maintaining a G+ profile that satisfied Google's ever more .... Unusually, it also went after brands and businesses
that set up profiles, deleting their pages. It later admitted this had been a mistake and decided .... There is some discrepancy
around how many active users are on Google Plus. Some reports claim the site has upward of 343 million, whilst more recent
studies .... You can find an archive of your video messages on your Profile page in the Video tab. ... One of the more recent
additions to Google+ is Google+ Local. It is rumored to be replacing Google Places (www.google.com/places) as the
destination .... Google+ business profiles: More rumors. by Jamie Pert 9 years ago. These days social networking strategies can
make a huge difference to a business' success .... Fake Google Plus account constanty spread rumors and ... they are just
creating further incentive to brands to get a business profile up and get .... There's an unfortunate rumor buzzing around the web
that Google+ ... This is where G+ gets interesting for small businesses that want to generate more ... Google+ communities posts
on the Posts tab of your Google+ profile”.. The company said the bug was located in the Google+ People API. ... According to
the Google+ Profile API documentation, profile fields can store ... more than five seconds, confirming rumors that the site was
more of a ghost ...
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